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Atit, Okhla Umrao Jaan (musical)Umrao JaanMusic by Talat
AzizEnglish lyrics by Seema MullickTranslated by Anita
McCallumTranslated by Anita McCallumFirst performance: 11 March
2012. The music is written by Talat Aziz and the lyrics are by Seema
Mullick. The show has been produced by Shah Rukh Khan's Red
Chillies Entertainment and adapted from The Legend Of Lizzie Sex
Party 4. The show ran from 14 to 28 March 2012, in Delhi, Mumbai
and Bengaluru. . Local jaani is also the show's name for its scenes in
Mumbai and Bangalore. The Mumbai show ran for 3,000
performances, the longest run in history for a Bollywood musical. The
show in Delhi also was a record-breaker by playing for 4,000 shows.
Umrao Jaan is a musical based on the Broadway musical Lizzie as
adapted by author Vassily Grossman and composer Jonathon Larson.
The story revolves around the music teacher Lizzie Borden. She was
born in Torrington, Connecticut in 1847, the daughter of Fall River,
Massachusetts shoemaker Andrew Jackson Borden and Abigail
"Nanny" Brace. She was a member of the wealthy Borden
family.[1][2]Her father was a strict disciplinarian who regularly
subjected Lizzie to physical and psychological abuse.[3] He often
withheld food to force Lizzie to clean the house.[3] During the period
he withheld food, she often had to eat animal marrow or even bathe in
the castor oil he would put on her dinner plate.[3][4] The musical is
about Lizzie's story and the effect her violent punishment and
detention had on her - and
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